ADVENTURES IN FACILITATION:
ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS TO ENRICH FACILITATED LEARNING

This engaging and participatory workshop is built around activities and ideas
for enriching facilitated learning in teams, groups, classrooms, workshops
and professional development activities. Learn and share strengths-based,
solution-focussed facilitation skills to enrich different groups and learning styles.

Audience

practice knowledge

This workshop is for facilitators, trainers, teachers,
people who lead or build teams, supervisors, managers,
group workers, community development workers,
and organisational culture-builders. It is suitable for
experienced facilitators as well as those new to facilitation.

This workshop draws on:

content elements
• The difference between presentation and facilitation

• Ways to help create safe, inclusive spaces for conversation

• solution-focused facilitation as developed by
Paul Z Jackson, author of The Inspirational Trainer
and other books
• principles of strengths-based practice as articulated
in The Strengths Approach by Wayne McCashen and
The Strengths Perspective by Denis Saleebey
• active learning theory and practice
• multiple intelligences theory

• Participant-centered, interactive groupwork activities
including handling ragged starts, facilitating introductions,
energisers, co-facilitating, dealing with challenging
behaviours, wrapping up, gathering feedback and
many more

• the use of visual metaphor and artifacts as
conversation-building tools.

• Hands-on experimentation with a range of resources,
items, artifacts and games

• A large array of original cards sets, picturebooks,
stickers and other tactile resources.

Resources used in the workshop

• Elements of a strengths-based, solution-focussed
approach to facilitation

Resources used in this workshop will be drawn from
the following:

• Strengths-based, solution-focussed skills and questioning
techniques.

• Games, objects and artifacts

• A comprehensive set of facilitation activity notes to
take away.

• Visual images and quotes to inspire and engage
• Feedback and evaluation tools and other paper work tools.

Learning Outcomes
Participants have the opportunity to:
• explore strengths-based facilitation concepts, values,
skills and issues
• understand how the role of facilitator differs from
other roles such as teacher or presenter
• take away a range of activities that can be incorporated
readily into workshops, group and teams
• consider timing, pacing and incorporating a variety of
learning styles
• learn ways of gathering feedback and evaluating
facilitated learning activities
• recognise a solution-focussed approach to facilitation
• explore how resources, objects and items with different
visual metaphors and tactile components can enrich
facilitated learning activities and appeal to different
learning styles.
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Learn and share strengths-based,
solution-focussed facilitation
skills for enriching different
groups and learning styles.

